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Trim & toned
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orget “no pain, no gain!” With these clever moves, you’ll strain
less and slim twice as fast, promises fitness-guru-to-the-stars
Kristin McGee. Her secret: using a resistance band (available for
about $8 in stores like Walmart and Target) to speed sculpting and melt fat
without adding bulk. Here, she shares the 8-minute routine that her A-list
clients (like Savannah Guthrie and Tina Fey) rely on to tone trouble spots
in record time. Just repeat these moves four times per week and you can
melt up to 10 pounds and 3 belly inches in as little as 21 days!

WAIST WHITTLER
Standing side crunches
You can achieve an enviable
hourglass shape with this standing ab exercise, which targets
the obliques to cinch in the waist,
says McGee. What’s more, holding the
band taut tones the upper arms.
TO DO: Stand up straight with your feet
together. Hold the band with both hands,
about 6" apart. Lift the band overhead
and separate your hands until it is taut.
Keeping your shoulders facing forward,
bend at the waist to your left, popping your
left heel up if necessary for balance; return
to start. Do 10 reps, then switch sides.

SHOULDER SCULPTOR

THIGH TRIMMER

Seated rows
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Warrior lunges
“This exercise is excellent for toning
the entire lower half of the body,” says
McGee, noting it targets the quads
and hamstrings to sculpt and slim the
thighs. Another boon: Pulling the resistance band will engage the rear deltoids to slim and tone the shoulders.
TO DO: Stand with your feet
together. Hold the band with
both hands, about 6" apart,
and extend your hands out
in front of you. Step forward with your left foot
and lower into a lunge.
As you do, pull your right
hand back toward your
shoulder, then return to
start. Do 10 reps, then
switch sides.

in ⁄ 2 the time
1

“Seated rows are one of my all-time
favorites,” cheers McGee. You’ll engage
the deltoids to get strong, sexy shoulders,
plus the latissimus dorsi and rhomboids to
tone the back and banish bra bulges.
TO DO: Sit with your legs straight out in
front of you. Place the center of the band
around the arches of your feet and
grasp the ends with your hands.
Sitting up straight, pull the ends
of the band toward your
shoulders, keeping them
pressed down, then
return to start.
Do 10 reps.

ARM SLIMMER
Tricep extensions
It’s a cinch to create wow-worthy
upper-body definition with this
simple exercise. McGee explains
that the move works the triceps
to eliminate pesky wave wiggles.
TO DO: Hold one end of the band
with your left hand and raise that
hand straight overhead, then
bend your elbow to a 90° angle.
Reach your right hand behind
your back and grasp the band
hanging behind you. Keeping
your left hand where it is, extend
your right hand up until your arm
is straight, then lower it down.
Do 10 reps; switch sides.
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